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Introduction
Marketplace pressures towards "mass customization" are
pushing industrial equipment and consumer products to be
manufactured in greater numbers of configurations and
models. One of the more significant product variety coping
strategies to emerge from industry is the increasing
emphasis on modularity and reuse of components,
assemblies and systems over multiple product generations
and families. The mechanical engineering design research
community has responded to these pressures with
increased attention to product design-for-modularity
methodologies and research [Ulrich] [Newcomb et al.].

Electromechanical systems above a certain level of
complexity are typically difficult and cosily to model for
diagnosis. For most products, the diagnostic modeling task
is generally performed by the system integrator (or OEM 
original equipment manufacturer) after the design is
completed. A single reasoning approach is usually adopted
for ease of model construction, testing and maintenance.
To the extent that embedded diagnostics are not required,
Supply Chain vendors do not share in the system-level
diagnostic modeling task, even though their component
module may constitute a significant failure risk [Lee].

This current approach, however, is poorly suited to the
needs of manufacturers who increasingly "compesC’ new
products by reusing pre-existing modules in strategic
locations. "Unimodal" centralized diagnostic modeling
and reasoning technologies do not scale well, and are ill-
suited to keeping pace with the need to field larger
varieties of products (and product diagnostic systems) 
lower cost, and with less development, test and
maintenance effort.

This industry-sponsored research explores the interplay
between electromechanical design-for-modularity theory
and practice and the construction and maintenance of
modular multimodal diagnostic systems. We are
specifically interested in:

¯ assessing opportunities to leverage product modularity
to build - and link - multimodal (hybrid) diagnostic
models and reasoners, and

¯ prototyping elements of a diagnostic knowledge and
reasoning exchange and integration infrastructure which
can be used to validate a scalable, distributed
("federated") hybrid diagnostics architecture.

Target product classes are those where economic
considerations might justify such an approach: industrial
factory equipment, high-end consumer devices, and other
important groups of complex modular electromechanical
systems. The ubiquity, versatility and scale economies of
the Internet strongly suggest it as our preferred medium
for testing an open, federated multimodal diagnostics
architecture for eventual deployment by industry [Lee].

A Federated Hybrid Diagnosis Architecture

We propose to address current bottlenecks in industrial
diagnostic modeling and reasoning through:

¯ reuse of product module-level diagnostic models and
reasoners ("engines"),

¯ integration of local (module-level) diagnostic engines
into global (system-level) diagnostic reasoning systems,
and

¯ sharing and distributing the diagnostic modeling and
reasoning effort between system integrators (OEMs) and
Tier One vendors (which may include OEM divisions).

An open, scalable federated hybrid diagnostics
architecture (FHDA) is hypothesized as the implementing
framework for this approach. The FHDA integrates local
(vendor) diagnostic engines with OEM system-level
reasoners within a distributed object computing
environment (see Figure 1). Local FHDA components can
be reused across multiple OEMs, product families and
generations, to the extent that hardware modules are
"carried over" into parallel or sequential product designs.
Core FHDA elements include the following:
¯ module-level diagnostic reasoners (vendor-level),

¯ a diagnostic broker agent (OEM-level), and

¯ inter-mode knowledge and reasoning exchange and
control interfaces.

Each of these, along with their corresponding design
requirements, assumptions and constraints, is elaborated
below in greater detail (see Figure 2).

Theoretical issues to be elaborated include 1) the
representation and modeling of diagnostic dependencies
(e.g. causal and other) between hardware modules, and 
the relationship between module function and interface
design choices and modular diagnostic reasoning.
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Vendor Diagnostic Reasoners
We start from the assumption that a vendor selects (in
advance) a knowledge representation and reasoning mode
to construct a particular hardware module’s (local)
diagnostic model-failure model-observation set. The
choice of reasoning mode employed is ideally not specified
by any OEM, who writes only to the common engine
interfaces provided by the vendor. The vendor decision of
which mode to use may be based on technical, historical,
financial or other reasons unknown to other vendors or the
system integrator.

First-cut vendor diagnostic reasoner (VDR) minimum
functional requirements include:
¯ complete diagnostic model(s) of the hardware module

(i.e. the vendor retains full responsibility for building
and maintaining its local model. The OEM does not
author any part of the module’s model, and the model is
not partitioned between the vendor and the OEM);

¯ server-client communications, mediated via a diagnostic
knowledge and reasoning exchange and translation
interface (see below).

The diagnostic engine is built and tested to a level of
completeness and granularity sufficient to meet vendor
(and OEM) diagnostics requirements. The vendor may 
required to provide OEMs with technical and contractual
guarantees of the engine’s completeness, performance and
reliability.

For our starting point, we do not limit the vendor’s
choice of diagnostic reasoning modes. Limitations on
knowledge or reasoning modularity, the class of target
physical system, or product module design choices may,
however, recommend or discourage use of certain modes
(see discussion of knowledge and reasoning modularity).

As an initial FI-IDA design requirement, we constrain
the vendor to one diagnostic engine per hardware module;
ideally, for any module used across multiple product
families, generations or OEMs, the "same" single
diagnostic engine server is reused. This requirement is
intended to promote scalability, model/reasoner reuse and
reduced costs, but may be relaxed under certain
circumstances (see brief discussion of module and model
context).
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Figure 1: Industrial Context for Federated Hybrid Diagnostics Systems

Diagnostic Broker Agent
For a given target physical system, the diagnostic broker
agent (DBA) plays the role of 1) integrator between
distributed vendor (multi-mode) diagnostic engines, 
knowledge translator, and 3) interface between the target
equipment and system-level diagnostics. The DBA is
responsible for executing the following minimum set of
functions:

¯ maintenance of the system-leveldiagnostic model
(diagnostic/fault dependencies between local VDRs,
system behavior and failure models not captured by
vendor local diagnostic engines)

¯ global (system-level) diagnostic reasoning
¯ client-server and peer-to-peer communication
¯ diagnostic knowledge and reasoning translation and

exchange
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¯ target system observations/data translation and
exchange

¯ formatting and presentation of session user interfaces
¯ session control and state

¯ security
The DBA sits between the user and the federated hybrid
engine infrastructure, hiding the system complexity from
the customer and customer support organizations.

Our research seeks answers to the following questions,
for selected diagnostic reasoning modes:
¯ How might a "diagnostic broker agent" be designed and

implemented? What different approaches exist, and
what advantages/disadvantages do these offer? How
should a "broker" provide for the description of
dependencies and sharing of knowledge across
functionally-interdependent subsystems and
components? What are relevant design requirements
and constraints?

¯ Does building a diagnostic "broker" require more effort
than a traditional unimodal diagnostic reasoner? Under
what circumstances are "brokers" more cost effective
and performance-effective?

Among alternative FHDA architectures under
consideration, blackboard systems offer an interesting
framework for organization of the broker agent and DBA-
VDR knowledge sharing and collaboration tasks [Corkill].

Traditional blackboard systems are composed of
independent "knowledge sources" (somewhat analogous to
our vendor diagnostic reasoners) which cooperate in
problem-solving tasks via a central global memory or
database called the "blackboard" (similar to the diagnostic
broker agent in some respects). The modular knowledge
sources generate independent solutions and are
unconstrained in their use of the most appropriate
reasoning mode to arrive at the best solution with the most
efficiency. Separate computing units for the independent
knowledge sources allow distributed computing.

Unlike a central blackboard, however, the DBA must be
augmented with its own global diagnostic model and
reasoner to account for diagnostic and fault dependencies
not captured by the individual local VDRs. In the context
of most electromechanical systems, the knowledge sources
(module diagnostic engines) are not necessarily
independent.
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Figure 2: A Proposed Federated Hybrid Diagnostics Architecture

Reasoning Exchange and Control Interfaces
The H-IDA relies on knowledge and reasoning translation
interfaces at the DBA and vendor diagnostic engine
servers to share and exchange knowledge. Control
interfaces also permit the DBA to manage a diagnostic
session, control individual VDRs, and format user GUI
output. As a first-cut approximation, these interfaces can
be thought of as similar to the CORBA client stub/server

skeleton, where in this context the client is the DBA and
the server is the vendor diagnostic reasoner.

Reasoning Modularity and Context

Model and reasoner modularity and hardware module
context assume important in light of our scalability and
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reusability objectives. Modularity in model representation
and inferencing assumes significance where locally
consistent, independently authored vendor diagnostic
engines are later integrated into globally consistent system
models. The ability to construct satisficing models under
any particular mode may be essential to approximating a
modular diagnosis and fault dependency representation.

Context refers to how a particular component or sub-
system is utilized in its intended end-application. Context
may include the physical orientation of a part, the external
force/torque loadings to which it is subjected,
electromagnetic interferences, thermal stresses, and
operating sequence, for example. Changing the utilization
context of a product module can alter both the diagnostic
(behaviorial or failure) dependencies model, as well as the
failure mode model and associated failure probabilities.
The context in which a pre-authored "reusable" diagnostic
model is built and maintained is vital to understanding the
dependency limitations of the model, and where and how
the model should be edited to "fit" a new context [Bakker].

Belief nets (multiply sectioned Bayesian networks
[Xiang]), neural networks [Sharkey][Rodriguez, et al.],
and rule-based logic programming [Antoniou] [Browne, et
al.] are examples of reasoning and representation modes
where modularity and context issues have been explored
and demonstrated, but not yet put into industrial practice
in any significant manner. Understanding the
appropriateness and disadvantages of each of various
reasoning modes for classes of target physical systems
within the proposed federated hybrid architecture is a core
research objective.

Product Modularity

Modular product design seeks to satisfy two objectives.
First, modular optimization aims to decrease inter-module
dependencies by minimizing incidental interactions
between physical components. Second, modularity analysis
searches for "similar", "compatible" and "incompatible"
components from multiple perspectives, with the goal of
grouping (or separating) such components for a common
purpose (for example, detection of parts material
incompatibilities from a product retirement perspective).

Several classes of modular artifacts have been identified
[Ulrich], including:
¯ standardized off-the-shelf components: components

usually selected directly from supplier catalogues
without the aid of established design equations
(bearings, belts, pulleys, etc.),

¯ partially customized components: components that are
relatively standard in an industrial sector, but that are
customized slightly by a supplier for an application,

¯ components specifically designed for the current
product,

¯ components designed specifically for a previous version,
and now "carried over" to the next generation product.

This research concerns itself primarily with higher-level

components and modules that fall within the last two
categories, and that are:
¯ sufficiently complex and difficult to diagnose,
¯ considered field replaceable units (FRUs), and
¯ subject to "significant" failure risks.
A more careful and precise classification of appropriate
module classes for the FHDA approach, however, is
needed.

Recent product modularity research is focussed on
developing approaches and analytical tools to assist
designers in:
¯ identification of candidate functions as candidates for

inclusion in modules (Modular Function Deployment)
[Erixson]

¯ metrics for quantifying modularity, and comparing and
optimizing alternative modular designs (cluster
independence, correspondence ratio)[Newcomb, et al.]

To our knowledge, design-focussed modularity analysis
techniques have not benefited from a consideration of
diagnostic and fault model and reasoning modularity
requirements as a valid perspective during product design.

Modular Electromechanical Systems

Work to date suggests that the proposed FHDA approach
may be best suited to the description and diagnosis of
sufficiently complex target systems which evidence:
¯ moderate-to-high levels of product variety over several

families and generations, such that the potential benefits
of model reuse are large,

¯ stable and well-understood inter-module interactions
that are not "overly" complex and uncertain, and

¯ Tier One vendor-OEM relationships where the vendor
assumes significant design responsibility for major
system modules.

Integrated manufacturing cells composed of cooperating
devices built by multiple vendors - usually according to
different reliability standards and diagnostic approaches -
often evidence these characteristics, as do mid- to high-
range motor vehicles (engine, transmission, and engine
control module, for example).

The Internet Diagnostics Testbed

Stanford is developing an Internet Diagnostics Testbed to
prototype elements of the federated hybrid diagnostics
architecture. The testbed is being implemented within a
CORBA/Java framework which provides for rapid
development and testing of system components across
Windows NT and Unix platforms. The Bayesian Net
Workbench (http://dxtestbed.stanford.edu) is an early
demonstration of a CORBA-based client-server diagnostic
model construction and inference application which has
been deployed using the Microsoft Belief Networks
(MSBN) research tool.
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Limitations of the Approach

Integrated, reusable multimodal reasoning approaches to
industrial diagnostics may not be well suited to systems
where inter-module complexity is "too large", or where a
single reasoning mode is more cost-effective. There also
exists a tradeoff between added complexity of the FHDA
approach, and savings achieved through reuse of models
and enhanced scalability across product families and
generations. Clarification of these and other constraints
and limitations is a project research objective.

Presentation Focus

The symposium presentation will give an overview of the
proposed multimodal federated hybrid diagnostics
architecture and approach, with an example taken from an
industrial target system. As part of this discussion, we
would also present early results from 1) our identification
of electromechanical product classes for which federated
multimodal diagnostics approaches appear technically and
economically appropriate and advantageous, and 2) 
comparison and evaluation of reasoning alternatives for
problem domains frequently encountered in industrial
diagnostics and customer support environments.

Summary

This extended abstract has outlined the major research
objectives, approach and issues associated with
prototyping and validating elements of a proposed
federated hybrid diagnostics architecture for complex
modular electromechanical systems.
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